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The brightness theorem—brightness is nonincreasing in passive systems—is a foundational con-
servation law, with applications ranging from photovoltaics to displays, yet it is restricted to the
field of ray optics. For general linear wave scattering, we show that power per scattering channel
generalizes brightness, and we derive power-concentration bounds for systems of arbitrary coher-
ence. The bounds motivate a concept of “wave e´tendue” as a measure of incoherence among the
scattering-channel amplitudes, and which is given by the rank of an appropriate density matrix.
The bounds apply to nonreciprocal systems that are of increasing interest, and we demonstrate
their applicability to maximal control in nanophotonics, for metasurfaces and waveguide junctions.
Through inverse design, we discover metasurface elements operating near the theoretical limits.
The “brightness theorem” states that optical radiance
cannot increase in passive ray-optical systems [1]. It is a
consequence of a phase-space conservation law for optical
e´tendue, which is a measure of the spatial and angular
spread of a bundle of rays, and has had a wide-ranging
impact: it dictates upper bounds to solar-energy concen-
tration [2, 3] and fluorescent-photovoltaic efficiency [3], it
is a critical design criterion for projectors and displays [4],
and it undergirds the theory of nonimaging optics [5]. Yet
a generalization to electromagnetic radiance is not pos-
sible, as coherent wave interference can yield dramatic
radiance enhancements. A natural question is whether
Maxwell’s equations, and more general wave-scattering
physics, exhibit related conservation laws?
In this Letter, we develop analogous conservation laws
for power flow through the scattering channels that com-
prise the bases of linear scattering matrices. By a
density-matrix framework more familiar to quantum set-
tings, we derive bounds on power concentration in scat-
tering channels, determined by the coherence of the inci-
dent field. The ranks of the density matrices for the in-
coming and outgoing fields play the role of e´tendue, and
maximal eigenvalues dictate maximum possible power
concentration. For the specific case of a purely inco-
herent excitation of N incoming channels, power cannot
be concentrated onto fewer than N outgoing channels,
which in the ray-optical limit simplifies to the classical
brightness theorem. In resonant systems described by
temporal coupled-mode theory, the number of coupled
resonant modes additionally restricts the flow of wave
e´tendue through the system. The bounds require only
passivity and apply to nonreciprocal systems. We dis-
cuss their ramifications in nanophotonics—for the design
of metasurfaces, waveguide multiplexers, random-media
transmission, and more—–while noting that the bounds
apply more generally to scattering in acoustic, quantum,
and other wave systems.
Background—Optical rays exist in a four-dimensional
phase space determined by their position and momentum
values in a plane transverse to their propagation direc-
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FIG. 1: (a) In ray optics, there is a tradeoff in spatial
and angular concentration of rays, by virtue of e´tendue
conservation and the brightness theorem. (b) For
general wave scattering, the scattering channels
comprise the phase space. In ideal systems, the
phase-space volumes are conserved: Aout = Ain in (a),
and Nout = Nin in (b), where N denotes the number of
excited channels (filled circles) or, more generally, the
rank of the respective density matrix ρ.
tion. Optical e´tendue [5] denotes the phase-space volume
occupied by a ray bundle. In ideal optical systems, phase-
space evolution is governed by Liouville’s theorem, and
thus radiance and e´tendue are invariants of the propaga-
tion. A differential ray bundle propagating through area
dA and solid angle dΩ, in a medium of refractive index n,
and tilted at an angle θ, has an e´tendue of n2 cos θdAdΩ.
Fig. 1(a) depicts e´tendue conservation in ray-optical sys-
tems, and the consequent tradeoff between spatial (dA)
and angular (dΩ) concentration. Electromagnetic radi-
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2ance is intensity per unit area per unit solid angle, which
in ray optics is proportional to the flux per unit e´tendue.
By e´tendue invariance, in tandem with energy conserva-
tion, ray-optical brightness cannot increase. In nonideal
systems e´tendue can decrease when rays are reflected
or absorbed, but any such reduction is accompanied by
power loss, and the theorem still applies.
Extending radiometric concepts such as radiance into
wave systems with coherence, beyond ray optics, has
been the subject of considerable study [6–15]. Wigner
functions can represent generalized phase-space distri-
butions in such settings, and are particularly useful
for “first-order optics,” i.e. paraxial approximations,
spherical waves, etc. Yet Wigner-function and similar
approaches cannot simultaneously satisfy all necessary
properties of a generalized radiance [8, 12, 14]. This does
not preclude the possibility for a Wigner-function-based
brightness theorem—indeed, this represents an interest-
ing open question [16]—but we circumvent the associated
challenges by recognizing power transported on scatter-
ing channels as the “brightness” constraints in general
wave-scattering systems.
Concentration bounds— Consider generic linear wave
scattering in which some set of input waves ψin are cou-
pled to a set of output waves ψout (in domains that may
be overlapping or disjoint) through a scattering opera-
tor S: ψout = Sψin. We assume the scattering process
is not amplifying, but does not have to be reciprocal or
unitary. To describe the scattering process in a finite-
dimensional basis, we adapt the formalism developed in
Refs. [17–21]. As is well-established in classical and quan-
tum scattering theory [22–25], the operator S comprises
two contributions: a “direct” (background) contribution
from waves that travel from input to output without the
scatterer present, which we denote with the operator D,
and a “scattered-field” contribution from waves that are
scattered from input to output only in the presence of
the scatterer, which we denote with the operator T (as
in “T matrix” approaches [26–29]). A key insight of
Refs. [17–21] is that the T operator is compact (in fact, it
is a Hilbert–Schmidt operator, by the integrability of the
squared Frobenius norm of its kernel), which means that
one can accurately represent it by a finite-dimensional
singular-value decomposition,
T = UΣV†, (1)
where U and V define orthonormal bases under an ap-
propriate inner product 〈, 〉, and the restriction to fi-
nite dimensions is possible by retaining only those sin-
gular vectors corresponding to nonzero singular values,
i.e. “well-coupled channels” [21]. The direct-process op-
erator D is not necessarily compact—for example, D for
scattering within a spherical domain is the identity opera-
tor [23, 24, 26]—and thus does not have the same natural
decomposition. Nevertheless, we can still project the in-
put and output states onto V and U , respectively. Such a
representation will necessarily miss an infinite number of
input states with a nontrivial direct-process contribution,
but by definition those states will have no interaction
with the scatterer, and thus they have no consequence
on power-concentration bounds or on the definition of a
wave e´tendue. We include the direct process at all in or-
der to naturally incorporate interference effects between
the direct and scattering processes. Thus for any scatter-
ing problem, the columns of V and U define our scattering
channels, within which our input and output waves can
be decomposed:
ψin = Vcin, (2a)
ψout = Ucout, (2b)
where cin and cout are the vector coefficients of the
excitations on these channels, as shown in Fig. 1(b).
The scattering matrix connects cin to cout, and can be
found by starting with the definition of the S operator,
ψout = Ucout = Sψin = SVcin, and then taking the inner
product with U to find:
cout = 〈U, SV 〉︸ ︷︷ ︸
S
cin = Scin. (3)
We take our inner product to be a power normalization,
such that c†incin and c
†
outcout represent the total incoming
and outgoing powers, respectively.
Perfectly coherent excitations allow for arbitrarily
large modal concentration (e.g., through phase-conjugate
optics [30, 31]), but the introduction of incoherence in-
curs restrictions. To describe the coherence of incoming
waves, we use a density matrix ρin [32] that is the ensem-
ble average (hereafter denoted by 〈·〉, over the source of
incoherence) of the outer product of the incoming wave
amplitudes:
ρin = 〈cinc†in〉. (4)
The incoherence of the outgoing channels is represented
in the corresponding outgoing-wave density matrix,
ρout = 〈coutc†out〉 = SρinS†. (5)
The matrices ρin and ρout represent density operators
projected onto the U and V bases. Both matrices are
Hermitian and positive semidefinite.
For inputs defined by some ρin, how much power can
flow into a single output channel, or more generally
into a linear combination given by a unit vector uˆ? If
we denote uˆ†cout as cout,uˆ, then the power through uˆ
is 〈|cout,uˆ|2〉 = uˆ†ρoutuˆ = uˆ†SρinS†uˆ. The quantity
〈|cout,uˆ|2〉 is a quadratic form in ρin, such that its maxi-
mum value is dictated by its largest eigenvalue [33], λmax,
leading to the inequality
〈|cout,uˆ|2〉 ≤ λmax(ρin)
(
uˆ†SS†uˆ
)
. (6)
To bound the term in parentheses, uˆ†SS†uˆ, we consider
coherent scattering for a new input: cin = S
†uˆ . For
this input field, the incoming power is uˆ†SS†uˆ, while the
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FIG. 2: (a) A periodic metasurface element to be designed for maximal power in the +1 transmission diffraction
order (yellow). We consider incoherent excitations among the four incident orders, with a diagonal density matrix,
as well as partially coherent excitations between the 0 and -1 order, represented by an off-diagonal term with
coherence parameter c. Inverse-designed metasurfaces closely approaching the coherence- and channel-dependent
bounds are shown in (b) for incoherent excitations among up to four channels, and in (c) for partially coherent
excitations between two channels. (Designs in (c) are all optimal for the fully incoherent case because ρin is a
constant multiple of the identity matrix. This should not be considered a generic phenomenon when excitation
powers are unevenly distributed.)
outgoing power in unit vector uˆ is |uˆ†cout|2 = (uˆ†SS†uˆ)2.
Enforcing the inequality that the outgoing power in uˆ
must be no larger than the (coherent) total incoming
power, we immediately have the identity uˆ†SS†uˆ ≤ 1.
(We provide an alternative proof in the SM.) Inserting
into Eq. (6), we arrive at the bound
〈|cout,uˆ|2〉 ≤ λmax(ρin) . (7)
Equation (7) is a key theoretical result of this paper. It
states that for a system whose incoming power flow and
coherence are described by a density matrix ρin, the max-
imum concentration of power is the largest eigenvalue
of that density matrix. For a coherent input (akin to
quantum-mechanical “pure states” [34]), there is a single
nonzero eigenvalue, equal to 1, such that all of the power
can be concentrated into a single channel. For equal inco-
herent excitation of N independent incoming states, the
density matrix is diagonal with all nonzero eigenvalues
equal to 1/N , in which case
〈|cout,uˆ|2〉 ≤ 1
N
. (8)
Equation (8) is less general than Eq. (7) but provides
intuition and is a closer generalization of the ray-optical
brightness theorem. Since the average output power per
independent state must be less than or equal to 1/N , at
least N independent outgoing states must be excited, or
a commensurate amount of power must be lost to dissi-
pation. In reciprocal systems, this bound follows from
reversibility. In the SM, we prove that Eq. (8) simpli-
fies to the ray-optical brightness theorem for continuous
plane-wave channels in homogeneous media.
Just like the ray-optical brightness theorem [1, 35],
our scattering-channel bounds can alternatively be un-
derstood as a consequence of the second law of thermo-
dynamics. If it were possible to concentrate incoherent
excitations of multiple channels, then one could filter out
all other channels and create a scenario with a cold body
on net sending energy to a warm body [20]. The par-
tially coherent case is not as physically intuitive, but the
application of such thermodynamic reasoning could be
applied to the modes that diagonalize ρin, and then a
basis transformation would yield Eq. (7).
Wave e´tendue—Eqs. (7,8) imply that the incoherent
excitation of N inputs cannot be fully concentrated to
fewer than N outputs. This motivates the identifica-
tion of “wave e´tendue” as the number of incoherent ex-
citations on any subset of channels (incoming, outgoing,
etc.). For a density matrix ρ, one can count independence
by the matrix rank, and define: e´tendue = rank(ρ).
To understand the evolution of wave e´tendue through
the scattering process, we reconsider the SVD of Eq. (1).
The matrix Σ is a square matrix with dimensions N×N ,
where N is the number of well-coupled pairs of input and
output scattering channels. Since the singular values are
nonzero, we know Σ is full rank. The scattering matrix
S is the sum of Σ and the direct-process matrix, and
its rank will be N minus the number of coherent per-
fect absorber (CPA) states, N − NCPA, where the CPA
states arise if the direct process exactly cancels a scat-
tered wave, yielding perfect absorption [36, 37]. (Techni-
cally, these may be partial-CPA states, exhibiting perfect
cancellation of the direct fields only on the range of the
T operator.) The density matrix ρin is a represent of
4the incoming excitations on the basis V of Eq. (1), and
thus cannot have rank greater than N itself. By the
relation ρout = SρinS
† and the matrix-product inequal-
ity, rank(AB) ≤ min ( rank(A), rank(B)) (Ref. [38]), the
rank of ρout must lie within bounds given by the rank of
ρin minus the number of CPA states and the rank of ρin
itself:
rankρin −NCPA ≤ rankρout ≤ rankρin. (9)
Equation (9) defines the maximum diversity possible in
the evolution of of wave e´tendue in linear scattering sys-
tems. For lossless systems—or more generally any system
without CPA states—we must have NCPA = 0, in which
case Eq. (9) is a conservation law stating that the density-
matrix rank is always conserved. (In the SM we show
that this simplifies to the classical wave-e´tendue conser-
vation law in the ray-optics limit.) Fig. 1(b) depicts
this rank-defined (channel-counting) definition of wave
e´tendue. In wave-scattering systems, phase space is de-
fined by distinct scattering channels, without recourse to
the position and momentum unique to free-space states.
Metasurface design—To probe the channel-
concentration bounds, we consider control of diffraction
orders through complex metasurfaces, for potential
applications such as augmented-reality optics [39, 40]
and photovoltaic concentrators [41–43]. Fig. 2(a) depicts
a designable gradient refractive-index profile with a
period of 2λ and a thickness of 0.5λ. (Such an element
could be one unit cell within a larger, non-periodic
metasurface [44–47].) For incoherent excitation of N
diffraction orders, Eq. (8) dictates that the maximum
average efficiency of concentrating light into a single
output order (+1) cannot be greater than 1/N (dashed
lines in Fig. 2(c)). For s-polarized light incoherently
incident from orders 0 (red), −1, 0 (green), −1 ,0, +1
(blue), and −2 ,−1 ,0, +1 (purple) (20-degree angle of in-
cidence for the 0th order), we use adjoint-based “inverse
design” [48–55] (SM) to discover optimal refractive-index
profiles of the four metasurfaces shown in Fig. 2(b).
(Broader angular control and binary refractive-index
profiles could be generated through standard optimiza-
tion augmentations [51, 52], but here we emphasize the
brightness-theorem consequences.) The transmission
spectrum was computed by the Fourier modal method
[56] with a freely available software package [57]. In
Fig. 2(b), as the number of incoherent channels excited
increases from 1 to 4, the average efficiency of the
optimal structures decreases from 95.5% to 24.9%. (In
the SM we show that optimal blazed gratings fall far
short of the bounds.) We also probe the effects of
partial coherence by varying the coherence between
two input orders, per the density matrix in Fig. 2(a).
By Eq. (7), maximum concentration is determined by
the largest eigenvalue of ρin, which is 1 − c/2, where
c is the coherence parameter. Fig. 2(c) shows inverse-
designed structures for c = 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1, with
unique structures optimizing the response depending on
the coherence of the excitation. All of the structures
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FIG. 3: E´tendue, defined as the rank of wave-scattering
density matrices, is restricted in resonance-assisted
transmission processes by the number of transmission
channels and channel-coupled resonances in the process.
maximize efficiency in the incoherent c = 0 case, because
the eigenvalues of the density matrix are degenerate and
thus transmission of any state is optimal.
E´tendue transmission—An important related scenario
to consider is one in which the direct (background) pro-
cess is ignored, with the focus solely on interactions with
scatterers. Instead of the input and output fields con-
sidered above, the relevant decomposition is instead into
incident and scattered fields. Using the same terminol-
ogy as in the input-output scattering operator, we can
connect the incident and scattered fields by a T opera-
tor [26–29]: ψscat = T ψinc. Again, as shown in Ref. [17–
21], the T operator is compact and defines incoming- and
scattered-wave bases by its SVD, Eq. (1). Furthermore,
to align with various applications described below, we
will specify a set of Ntrans ≤ rankU desirable “trans-
mission” channels that are a subset of the scattered-
field channels defined by U . To understand transmis-
sion flow into these channels, we will define our finite-
dimensional T matrix as the restriction of T onto this
subset of scattered-field channels. The matrix T connects
the incoming-field channels to the transmission channels.
The “transmission” terminology, partially meant to avoid
further overload of the word “scattering,” is intended
simply to represent the flow of energy through a system,
enabled by interactions with a scatterer. For a planar or
periodic scatterer, both reflected and transmission waves
would be part of this generalized “transmission” process,
as long as they differ from the direct free-space process.
We define “e´tendue transmission” as the number of
incoherent excitations that can successfully be transmit-
ted through scatterer interactions onto the transmission
channels. Eq. (8) dictates that at least N output chan-
nels are excited for N orthogonal inputs, and indeed this
result is proven in the incoherent case in Ref. [20] through
an SVD of the T matrix (denoted therein by “S”). If
the number of transmission channels, Ntrans, is less than
rank(ρinc), where ρinc is the incident-wave density ma-
trix, then the incoherent excitations cannot all be concen-
trated onto the transmission channels, and some power
must necessarily be scattered into other scattering chan-
nels.
Resonance-assisted transmission, in which resonances
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FIG. 4: The robustness of waveguide junctions is susceptible to e´tendue restrictions. For two input channels, we
consider (a) one output, (b) one mode, and (c) no restrictions. (e)-(g) Transmission for (a)-(c) with input phase
angles in θ = [0, pi/2]. (d) Transmission as a function of phase, on resonance. Case (c) is designed to be almost
perfectly insensitive to phase; such designs are impossible in cases (a) and (b).
couple the incident and transmission channels, introduces
an additional constraint: the number of resonant modes
(resonances), M , coupled to the relevant channels. Reso-
nant modes are not scattering channels; instead, they are
the quasinormal modes (QNMs) of the scatterer, subject
to outgoing boundary conditions. (Quasinormal modes
have been extensively studied and applied to various scat-
tering systems for the last decade [58–60], and in the
limit of closed systems and self-adjoint Maxwell opera-
tors they reduce to conventional guided and standing-
wave modes [61].) We consider systems where the inter-
action with resonant modes can be described by tempo-
ral coupled mode theory (TCMT) [62–64], wherein the
scattering process is encoded in an M × M matrix Ω,
comprising the real and imaginary parts of the resonant-
mode resonant frequencies, and a matrix K, denoting
channel–mode coupling. In TCMT, the T -matrix for
the resonance-assisted transmission component is (SM):
T = −iKtrans (Ω− ω)−1 KTinc, where Ktrans and Kinc are
the Ntrans×M and Ninc×M submatrices of K denoting
modal couplings to the transmission and incident chan-
nels, respectively.
The maximum (average) power flow into a single trans-
mission output channel is subject to the bounds of
Eqs. (7,8), now in terms of the density matrix ρinc. The
matrix ρtrans equals TρincT
†. By recursive application
of the matrix-rank inequality used above, we can see that
rank(ρtrans) ≤ min (rank(ρinc),M,Ntrans) . (10)
The number of orthogonal outputs is less than or equal
to the minimum of the numbers of incident inputs, res-
onant modes, and transmission channels. Transmission
channels and resonant modes act like apertures [35] in
restricting the flow of e´tendue through a system.
We may also consider total transmission onto all Ntrans
transmission channels, i.e.
∑
i〈|ctrans,i|2〉. Since the
transmission onto a single output is bounded above by
λmax(ρinc), the total power is bounded above by the sum
of the first rank(ρtrans) eigenvalues (SM):
∑
i
〈|ctrans,i|2〉 ≤
min(rank(ρinc),M,Ntrans)∑
i=1
λi, (11)
where the eigenvalues are indexed in descending order.
For incoherent excitation of the Ninc channels, λi(ρinc) =
1/Ninc for all i, and the term on the right of Eq. (11)
simplifies to min (Ninc,M,Ntrans) /Ninc. In resonance-
assisted transmission scenarios, Eq. (11) represents an
additional constraint on power flow: in addition to the
number of output channels, total power flow is further
constrained by the number of distinct resonant modes
that interact with them. E´tendue restrictions anywhere
in the transmission process necessarily generate scatter-
ing to channels other than the desired transmission chan-
nels.
We apply the resonance-assisted-transmission bounds
to TCMT models of waveguide multiplexers as depicted
in Fig. 4. There has been significant interest [53, 65–
69] in the design of compact junctions for routing light.
In Fig. 4(a–c), we consider “input” waveguides and “out-
put” waveguides coupled by a resonant scattering system.
For two input waveguides, we consider three scenarios:
(a) one output and two resonances, (b) one resonance
and two ouputs, and (c) two resonances and two outputs.
In each case, a highly controlled coherent excitation can,
through appropriate design of the resonator, yield per-
fect transmission on resonance at the output port. But a
robust design, impervious to noise or other incoherence,
may be required, and such noise would introduce inco-
herence that is subject to the bound of Eq. (11). In each
case, we optimize TCMT model parameters (cf. SM) to
maximize transmission for all phase differences between
two inputs. Device (c) maintains perfect transmission,
wheres devices (a) and (b) are highly sensitive to noise,
as predicted by the restrictions to e´tendue flow.
The channel-concentration bounds and wave-e´tendue
concept generalize classical ray-optical ideas to general
6wave scattering. In addition to the nanophotonic de-
sign problems considered here, there are numerous poten-
tial applications. First, they resolve how to incorporate
polarization into ray-optical e´tendue, showing unequiv-
ocally that polarizing unpolarized light requires dou-
bling classical e´tendue, an uncertain conjecture in dis-
play design [70, 71]. Moreover, the natural incorporation
of nonreciprocity into the bounds is of particular rele-
vance given the emerging interest in nonreciprocal pho-
tonics [72–74] and acoustics [75], and places constraints
on many of these systems (extensions to time-modulated
TCMT systems should be possible). Another additional
application space is in random-scattering theory [25, 76–
78]. For opaque optical media comprising random scat-
terers, there is significant interest both in controlling the
scattering channels (e.g., wavefront shaping) as well as
studying the effects of partial coherence on scattering
and absorption [79]. Our work shows that fully coherent
excitations are optimal for maximal concentration on the
fewest possible states. A related question that remains
open is whether partial coherence might be optimal for
total transmission. The framework developed herein may
lead to fundamental limits to control in such systems.
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I. DERIVING THE CLASSICAL BRIGHTNESS THEOREM FROM ITS WAVE-SCATTERING
GENERALIZATION
Here we show that the classical ray-optical brightness theorem follows from our wave-scattering generalization.
Consider a ray-optical system with an entrance plane and an exit plane. Let us consider the power flow from within
a differential area ∆A1 on the entrance plane through a differential area ∆A2 on the exit plane. In a wave-scattering
framework, what are the power-normalized channels? And how many channels are there in a differential area ∆A?
In ray optics, the wavelength is taken to zero, such that even an infinitesimal area is arbitrarily large relative to
the wavelength. Thus we can consider the differential area as the “box” (actually square) into which the states must
fit with periodic boundary condition. If we take ∆A = ∆x∆y (with z as the propagation direction), the states that
satisfy periodic boundary conditions on ∆A are plane waves with kx and ky taking integral multiples of 2pi/∆x and
2pi/∆y, and kz fixed by the frequency and specific values of kx and ky. Thus we can write non-normalized electric-field
states as
Ei = e
iki·r. (S1)
where ki is the corresponding wavevector for state i. In our manuscript, we choose for simplicity a channel definition
such that the total power flowing through a given channel is 1. Since the intensity of a plane wave of amplitude E0
is |E0|2/2Z0, where Z0 is the impedance of the medium, we can choose our properly normalized channel states as
Ei =
√
2Z0
∆A
eiki·r. (S2)
Taking Hi to be the magnetic field of channel i, one can then verify that the real part of (1/2)
´
∆A
Ei ×Hj is indeed
δij , and we have a basis of power-orthonormal channels.
Now we can answer the question about the number of channels (states) within ∆A in the range from k⊥ to k⊥+∆k⊥
and kz to kz + ∆kz (which determine the propagating direction), so that k
2
⊥ + k
2
z = k
2. A state occupies a region
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2(2pi/∆x)(2pi/∆y) = 4pi2/∆A in kxky-space, then the total number of states is (including an extra factor of two for
polarization)
N = 2
∆k⊥
4pi2/∆A
=
1
2pi2
∆Ak⊥∆k⊥∆φ . (S3)
Since k2⊥ = k
2 sin θ2 , where θ is the angle between k and z axis, we have k⊥∆k⊥ = k2 cos θ sin θ∆θ . Substitute this
relation into Eq. (S3), we obtain
N =
1
2pi2
k2 cos θ∆A sin θ∆θ∆φ︸ ︷︷ ︸
∆Ω
=
1
2pi2
ω2
c2
n2 cos θ∆A∆Ω︸ ︷︷ ︸
ray optics e´tendue
. (S4)
Since rank (ρout) = rank (ρin) ,the number of incoherent excitations will remain unchanged for an ideal system, we
thus conclude that N is an invariant quantity in the course of wave propagation. Hence, we recover the law of e´tendue
conservation.
Now reconsider power flowing from area dA1 and solid angle dΩ1 at the entrance plane. The number of channels
that are (incoherently) excited is given by
N1 =
ω2
2pi2c2
n21 cos θ1dA1dΩ1. (S5)
How much power can flow into area ∆A2 and solid angle ∆Ω2 at the exit plane? From our modal-concentration
inequality, we know that the power out on any given channel i on the exit plane is less than or equal to 1 divided by
the number of excited incoming channels
Pout,i ≤ 1
N1
=
1
N2
, (S6)
which is a ramification of the ray optics brightness theorem that it is impossible to concentrate rays to increase the
brightness.
We could have equivalently derived the usual concentration-ratio bounds on optical concentrators, and by standard
ray-optical arguments one can see that the e´tendue derived in Eq. (S4) generalizes to non-ideal ray-optical systems
as usual.
Justification of the choice of periodic boundary condition
Here we provide a mathematical proof of the fact that our periodic basis set can represent any function, in the
appropriate normed space. Before going into the mathematical details, we can provide the intuition: on any finite
domain of size L, a periodic-boundary Fourier-series expansion can accurately represent a function everywhere except
at its boundary. In the limit that L → ∞ (or equivalently λ → 0), the function values exactly at the boundary
no longer matter, and the periodic-boundary representation approximates any function arbitrarily well. This idea is
well-understood in Fourier analysis; now we apply it to the physical optics problem at hand.
Suppose we start with an arbitrary wave field f(x) that varies along a one-dimensional plane along dimension x.
(The 2D-plane generalization is trivial, simply multiplying the 1D results.) This function can be represented by its
Fourier transform as
f(x) =
ˆ
dkxf(kx)e
ikxx. (S7)
In our ray-optics derivation, we use the approximate representation
fN (x) =
N∑
n=−N
cne
i 2piL nx, (S8)
where
N = floor
(
kL
2pi
)
= floor
(
L
λ
)
. (S9)
3Our claim is that the error between f(x) and fN (x), measured in the L
2 norm, goes to zero in the ray optics limit
(L/λ→∞, or N →∞), i.e.
eN = ‖f(x)− fN (x)‖22 =
ˆ L/2
−L/2
dx |f(x)− fN (x)|2 → 0. (S10)
Proof : Given Eq. (S7), it is straightforward to find the coefficients cn that are the optimal Fourier-series coefficients
of fN (x) that most closely approximate f(x):
cn =
1
L
ˆ L/2
−L/2
dxf(x)e−i
2pi
L nx =
ˆ L/2
−L/2
dxf(x)e−iknx (S11)
where kn =
2pi
L n. Then we can insert the Fourier-transform definition of f(x) into Eq. (S11) and integrate to find
that the cn are given by
cn =
1
L
ˆ
dkx
ˆ L/2
−L/2
dx ei(kx−kn)xf(kx)
=
ˆ
dkx sinc
(
(kx − kn)L
2
)
f(kx), (S12)
where sinc(x) = sin(x)x . Then we substitute cn into Eq. (S8) to obtain fN (x) as
fN (x) =
ˆ
dkx
{
N∑
n=−N
sinc
(
(kx − kn)L
2
)
eiknx
}
f(kx) . (S13)
We can directly insert this expression for fN (x) into the error expression, Eq. (S10), and carry out the integration
over x to obtain
eN = L
ˆ
dk′x
ˆ
dkxf(kx)f
∗(k′x)
{
sinc
(
(kx − k′x)
L
2
)
−
N∑
n=−N
sinc
(
(kx − kn)L
2
)
sinc
(
(k′x − kn)
L
2
)}
,
(S14)
with the help of the orthogonality of Fourier series,
´ L/2
−L/2 dx e
i(kn−k′n)x = δnn′L.
What remains to be shown is that the whole expression in the curly bracket goes to zero,
sinc
(
(kx − k′x)
L
2
)
−
N∑
n=−N
sinc
(
(kx − kn)L
2
)
sinc
(
(k′x − kn)
L
2
)
= sinc
(
(kx − k′x)
L
2
)
−
N∑
n=−N
sinc
(
kx
L
2
− npi
)
sinc
(
k′x
L
2
− npi
)
(S15)
−→ 0,
as N goes to ∞. This can be proven by invoking the Mittag-Leffler expansion of cot(z),
cot(z) =
∞∑
n=−∞
1
z − npi , for all complex number z, (S16)
which can be found in complex-analysis textbooks [6].
4In order to use the expansion, we rewrite the double sinc sum by partial fraction. Hence,
N∑
n=−N
sinc
(
kx
L
2
− npi
)
sinc
(
k′x
L
2
− npi
)
=
N∑
n=−N
sin(kx
L
2
− npi)︸ ︷︷ ︸
=sin(kx
L
2 )(−1)n
sin(k′x
L
2
− npi)︸ ︷︷ ︸
=sin(k′x
L
2 )(−1)n
1
kx
L
2 − npi
1
k′x
L
2 − npi
= sin(kx
L
2
) sin(k′x
L
2
)
1
kx
L
2 − k′x L2
N∑
n=−N
(
1
k′x
L
2 − npi
− 1
kx
L
2 − npi
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
−→cot(k′x L2 )−cot(kx L2 ) as N→∞
−→ sin
(
(kx − k′x)L2
)
kx
L
2 − k′x L2
= sinc
(
(kx − k′x)
L
2
)
, (S17)
as N goes to ∞, which is the ray optics limit that Lλ goes to ∞. It is worth mentioning that the convergence is
uniform, as convergence of Eq. (S16) is uniformly for all complex z. Consequently, for any bounded f(k), we can
bring the N limit into the kx and k
′
x integral in Eq. (S14), proving that
lim
N→∞
eN = 0. (S18)
To conclude, we have proven that the discrete plane wave basis in the ray-optics limit is capable of representing
arbitrary wave forms. More abstractly, what we have proven is a well-known fact — that a Fourier series is able
to represent any integrable function on a closed interval in the L2 norm sense [5]. The L2 norm is the physically
meaningful one here, since observable power/momentum flows are defined by inner products of the appropriate
wave/field functions.
II. ALTERNATIVE PROOF FOR THE BRIGHTNESS-CONCENTRATION INEQUALITY
Here we provide a more compact—but with less physical intuition and non-constructive—proof of the fact that
u†iSS
†ui ≤ 1. For any matrix A , the matrices A†A and AA† have the same eigenvalues, as can be proven by
inserting a singular valued decomposition of A into the expressions. By energy conservation, S is subunitary, and
the eigenvalues of S†S, and therefore of SS†, must be smaller than 1. By the variational principle (i.e. Rayleigh
quotient [1]), we therefore must have u†iSS
†ui ≤ 1 for any unit vector ui .
III. COUPLED-MODE THEORY FOR E´TENDUE TRANSMISSION
In this section we specify the step-by-step procedure to identify the rank of the transmission rank in coupled-mode
theory, which plays the critical role in restricting e´tendue transmission through the system.
We start with standard coupled-mode theory: in a scattering system with N channels, we have N ×1 incoming and
outgoing coefficients cin and cout, respectively, and an M × 1 vector (for M resonances) of resonant-mode amplitudes
a. The three vectors are related by the coupled-mode equations:
i(Ω− ω)a = KT cin (S19)
cout = Ccin + Ka , (S20)
where Ω is a matrix whose Hermitian part is diagonal, comprising the real parts of the resonant frequencies, and whose
anti-Hermitian part encodes dissipation via external coupling. The matrix K denotes coupling between the modes
and the incoming/outgoing channels, while C denotes direct-scattering processes, independent of the resonances.
Typically one can take C = −I (as the waveguide combiner cases in the main text), where I is the N × N identify
matrix, essentially as a normalization stating that in the absence of the scatterer, all energy flows back into the
channel it came in on, with a negative amplitude.
Next one can solve for a to get cout in terms of cin:
cout =
[
C︸︷︷︸
direct process
− iK (Ω− ω)−1 KT︸ ︷︷ ︸
resonance assisted process
]
cin , (S21)
5where the term in square brackets is the scattering matrix.
We are interested in the resonance assisted transmission from Ninc to an orthogonal subset of Ntrans scattering
channels. So we are invited to write Eq. (S21) as
cout −Ccin︸ ︷︷ ︸
cresonout
= −iK (Ω− ω)−1 KT cin . (S22)
Because there are only Ninc non-zero excitations, it is convenient to work with a Ninc × 1 vector cinc, a subset of cin .
Similarly, as only transmissions from Ntrans channels are collected, we can now work with a Ntrans × 1 vector ctrans,
a subset of cresonout . Accordingly, only a submatrix of K of size Ninc ×M , denoted by Kinc , contains the coupling
information between cinc to resonance modes; another submatrix of size Ntrans×M , denoted by Ktrans , connects the
resonance modes with ctrans. Following the above decompositions, for the T -matrix (or transmission matrix) from
cinc to ctrans , namely
ctrans = Tcinc , (S23)
can be written as
T = −iKtrans (Ω− ω)−1 KTinc . (S24)
With the T -matrix definition of Eq. (S23), we can analyze resonance assisted power flow into the transmission
channels due to incoherent excitations of the incident channels with the same matrix-trace approach used for cinc,
cout, and the scattering matrix in the main text. As a result, the average power in transmission channel i is given by
〈|ctrans,i|2〉 = u†iTρincT†ui . (S25)
Let us consider the total average power (equal to the average total power) transmitted onto all transmission channels,
which is simply the sum of Eq. (S25) over i:∑
i
〈|ctrans,i|2〉 =
∑
i
u†iTρincT
†ui (S26)
= Tr
(
TρincT
†∑
i
uiu
†
i
)
(S27)
= Tr
(
TρincT
†
)
= Tr
(
T†Tρinc
)
(S28)
= Tr
(
T†Tρinc
∑
i
viv
†
i
)
(S29)
=
∑
i
λiv
†
iT
†Tvi , (S30)
where vi is the eigenvector of ρinc with eigenvalue λi (we label those eigenvalues in decreasing order, i.e. λ1 ≥
λ2 ≥ λ3 · · · ) . The summation over i includes all necessary channels so that
∑
i uiu
†
i and
∑
i viv
†
i are both identity.
However, the rank of T restricts the meaningful inclusion of vi – the number of vi such that Tvi 6= 0 is at most
rank (T) as a consequence of the rank-nullity theorem[2]. Besides, since there are at most rank(ρinc) number of vis
are relevant, we can thus bound Eq. (S30) by
∑
i
〈|ctrans,i|2〉 ≤
U∑
i=1
λiv
†
iT
†Tvi , (S31)
where U = min
(
rank(ρinc), rank (T)
)
.
In the main text, we used a coherent-scattering example to show that for each individual i, u†iSS
†ui ≤ 1. Exactly
the same proof, but with the inc/trans channels replacing the in/out channels, leads to the same inequality for T, i.e.
u†iTT
†ui ≤ 1 and v†iT†Tvi ≤ 1. Thus all of the eigenvalues of TT† and T†T thus both less than or equal to one
(and they are greater than or equal to zero because TT† and T†T are positive semidefinite). This reduce Eq. (S30)
into ∑
i
〈|ctrans,i|2〉 ≤
U∑
i=1
λi . (S32)
6We can still do better by bounding the rank of T using the fact that rank(AB) ≤ min ( rank(A), rank(B)). We
write again the coupled-mode expression for T, Eq. (S24), now enumerating the number of rows and columns of each
matrix:
T = −i Ktrans︸ ︷︷ ︸
Ntrans×M
(Ω− ω)−1︸ ︷︷ ︸
M×M
KTinc︸︷︷︸
M×Ninc
. (S33)
By recursive application of the rank inequality for matrix products, we have
rank(T) ≤ min (N,M,Ntrans) . (S34)
Finally, combining Eq. (S32), Eq. (S34) and the fact rank(ρin) ≤ Ninc gives
∑
i
〈|ctrans,i|2〉 ≤
min(rank(ρinc),M,Ntrans)∑
i=1
λi, (S35)
where eigenvalues are placed in decreasing order with λ1 ≥ λ2 ≥ λ3 · · · . In the case of equal, incoherent excitations
(for which all of the eigenvalues of ρinc are 1/Ninc):∑
i
〈|ctrans,i|2〉 ≤ min (Ninc,M,Ntrans)
Ninc
. (S36)
IV. COUPLING CONSTANTS OF COUPLE-MODE MODELS OF WAVEGUIDE COMBINERS
In this section, we list the coupling constants engineered to maximize transmission of waveguide combiners in Fig. 4.
A random sweep on these parameters are done and those achieving a full transmission are selected. As aforementioned,
C is chosen to be −I in Eq. (S20). The Ω in Eq. (S19) can be further split into a diagonal Hermitian part ΩH and
an anti-Hermitian part −iΓ, i.e.
Ω = ΩH − iΓ . (S37)
Due to the constraint,
2Γ = K†K , (S38)
it is sufficient to specify only ΩH and K to fully determine the coupled mode equations in Eqs. (S19,S20). For
simplicity, in all three cases, K is chosen so that Γ is diagonal, meaning the resonance modes are orthogonal.
The numerical value of K and ΩH are as follows:
Waveguide combiner (a): two channels to one channel with two resonances:
ΩH =
(
ω0 0
0 ω1
)
=
(
1 0
0 2
)
and K =
3.58 2.812.81 −3.58
4.09 0
 . (S39)
Waveguide combiner (b): two channels to two channels with one resonance:
ΩH = ω0 = 1 and K =
3.582.814.09
1.93
 . (S40)
Waveguide combiner (c): two channels to two channels with two resonances:
ΩH =
(
ω0 0
0 ω1
)
=
(
1 0
0 2
)
and K =
3.58 2.812.81 −3.584.09 1.93
1.93 −4.09
 . (S41)
7V. PERMITTIVITY DATA OF OPTIMIZED METASURFACE UNIT CELLS AND INVERSE DESIGN
METHODOLOGY
In this section we provide the permittivity  data of the unit cells of metasurfaces in Fig. 2 of the main text.
All structures have unit cell of size 2λ and thickness 0.5λ , where λ is the wavelength of incident excitations. The
permittivity  is constant in the vertical dimension and are discretized into 100 equal-sized grids in the horizontal
dimension. The leftmost grid is labelled as 1 and the rightmost one is labelled as 100. In the following table, we
tabulate the numerical value of  from grid 1 to grad 100 for all nine structures, represented by the color they appear
in Fig. 2(b) and (c). A blazed grating of the same unit cell dimension, shown in Fig. V, is optimized as a comparison
to metasurfaces in Fig. 2(c) in the main text. The performance of the blazed grating falls far short of the theoretical
limit.
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FIG. S1. (a)An optimized blazed grating (vertex angle 24.8◦) falls far short of the concentration limit, compared with Fig.
2(c) in the main text. (b)A copy of Fig. 2(c) in the main text.
In order to design such metasurfaces with 100 design parameters (permitivity  in each grid), the adjoint method
is adopted for computing the gradient of an objective function with respect to each design parameter efficiently. The
objective function in our case is the sum of transmission power of various orders. Once the gradient is known, standard
optimization technique, such as steepest descent, can be used to optimize the objective function to a desirable value.
The adjoint method allows the gradient computation to be done in two simulations for each optimization iteration —
a direct simulation to obtain the electric field Edir everywhere in the designable region and a adjoint to obtain the
Eadj everywhere. Then the gradient at each position is proportional to the imaginary part of Edir ·Eadj . The source
of the adjoint simulation is often the time-reversed field to be optimized, which is obtained in the direct simulation.
With all that said, in the following section we provide a detailed derivation of the above procedures described.
Suppose we have a generic figure of merit f(E,H) and given some initial design with material distribution (r) and
µ(r) to be optimized. We need to first solve the “direct” problem and obtain the current value of figure of merit
f , Edir and Hdir everywhere . To see what is the next step to go, we perturb the design by δ(r) and δµ(r) in the
designable region, then the response of f due to this material variation is given by [3]
δf = 2Re
{ˆ
(dr)δ(r)Edir ·Eadj + δµ(r)Hdir ·Hadj
}
, (S42)
where the integral is over the designable region. The key is to calculate Eadj and Hadj generated by the adjoint sources
Padj and Madj respectively. This can be done by solving the ”adjoint” problem ( to the “direct” one) described in
the following.
By the reciprocity of Green’s functions, the adjoint sources are of the form [3]
Padj =
∂f
∂E
and Madj = − ∂f
∂H
, (S43)
hence,
JEadj = −iω
∂f
∂E
and JMadj = iω
∂f
∂H
, (S44)
8where JEadj and J
M
adj are the adjoint electric current and magnetic current respectively. Next, we expand any field by
power-orthogonal modes. This form of expansion is particularly convenient for the case of metasurfaces. We define
Θ =
( −n×
n×
)
, (S45)
so that the modal orthogonality relation can be written as
ˆ
dS ·
(
Ei
Hi
)†
Θ
(
Ej
Hj
)
= 2Re
{ˆ
dSn ·Ei ×H∗j
}
= 4Piδij , (S46)
where Pi carries the meaning of time averaged power of the ith mode. The integral is over the surface through which
the energy flow and n is the unit normal vector to that surface. In this basis, we have(
E
H
)
=
∑
k
ak
(
Ek
Hk
)
, (S47)
with
ak =
1
4Pk
ˆ
dS ·
(
Ek
Hk
)†
Θ
(
E
H
)
=
1
4Pk
ˆ
dS ·
(
E
H
)T
Θ
(
Ek
Hk
)∗
. (S48)
If the geometry in the region where our figure of merit is evaluated is not altered, the modes in the expansion Eq. (S47)
remains the same. The only thing changes is the expansion amplitude ak . Hence, it is more convenient to write sources
P and M as
Padj =
∑
k
∂f
∂ak
∂ak
∂E︸︷︷︸
− 14Pk n×H
∗
k
and Madj = −
∑
k
∂f
∂ak
∂ak
∂H︸︷︷︸
1
4Pk
n×E∗k
, (S49)
where the E and H derivative follows from Eq. (S48). Combine Eq. (S44) and Eq. (S49), we have(
JEadj
JMadj
)
=
∑
k
iω
4Pk
∂f
∂ak
(
n×H∗k
n×E∗k
)
. (S50)
By the equivalence principle [4], (
JE
JM
)
=
(
n×Heqv
−n×Eeqv
)
, (S51)
we conclude that the incident fields of the “adjoint” problem is(
Eadj
Hadj
)
= −
∑
k
iω
4Pk
∂f
∂ak
(
E∗k
−H∗k
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
time-reversed pair
. (S52)
Recover its correct dimensions, we obtain the final expression:
δf =
ω
2
Im
{ˆ
dV δ(r)Edir ·Eadj + δµ(r)Hdir ·Hadj
}
, (S53)
with incident fields for the “adjoint” problem as(
Eadj
Hadj
)
=
∑
k
∂f
∂ak
1
Pk
(
E∗k
−H∗k
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
time-reversed pair
. (S54)
When the structure is discretized into small grids, where the ith grid has volume Vi and material constant denoted
by i and µi. If the variation of δ and δµ is constant for each grid, Eq. (S53) reduces to a grid-wise expression
δf
δi
=
ω
2
Im
{ˆ
Vi
dV Edir ·Eadj
}
and
δf
δµi
=
ω
2
Im
{ˆ
Vi
dV Hdir ·Hadj
}
. (S55)
These two quantities serve as the gradient of the figure of merit f with respect to material constants, which can be
used in gradient-based optimization algorithms.
9Red Green Blue Purple
Grid Number Permittivity 
1 11.89 7.922 6.601 11.39
2 11.89 9.241 5.928 8.304
3 6.309 2.162 9.373 12
4 6.309 2.866 2.437 9.75
5 11.92 1 2.641 10.39
6 11.92 1.752 3.947 8.941
7 1.122 9.385 8.295 7.522
8 1.122 7.499 4.863 2.762
9 1.102 11.8 3.239 4.076
10 1.102 5.583 5.46 6.249
11 1.088 11.9 5.003 9.985
12 1.088 8.991 6.793 11.97
13 1.086 12 6.307 9.947
14 1.086 9.933 8.678 6.409
15 1.08 11.27 6.4 10.81
16 1.08 10.97 11.46 5.345
17 1.06 11.68 2.831 5.306
18 1.06 11.84 1.311 2.27
19 11.86 12 1.081 1.036
20 11.86 3.006 1.214 6.295
21 1.083 3.88 3.766 9.55
22 1.083 1.151 3.966 7.194
23 1.12 2.929 2.799 4.837
24 1.12 2.164 6.935 7.654
25 1.142 2.22 5.21 6.807
26 1.142 4.144 6.708 8.086
27 11.94 9.396 8.646 9.314
28 11.94 10.45 9.447 9.668
29 11.93 12 1.272 8.637
30 11.93 11.59 1.016 4.561
31 11.95 11.08 7.303 9.999
32 11.95 8.987 1.188 1.809
33 11.96 10.81 5.516 7.839
34 11.96 7.072 5.624 11.81
35 11.95 2.775 9.345 9.258
36 11.95 4.248 5.329 10.3
37 1.094 9.242 4.408 7.411
38 1.094 6.303 7.479 9.25
39 11.84 4.283 8.235 7.464
40 11.84 6.691 5.801 1.981
41 9.231 4.691 3.92 1
42 9.231 1.011 1.797 1.319
43 1.082 1.152 6.734 5.255
44 1.082 1.072 3.442 7.487
45 1.103 1.008 1.475 2.789
46 1.103 1.006 9.828 8.16
47 1.128 2.284 4.833 7.361
48 1.128 1.877 7.704 8.3
49 1.131 1.055 10.98 5.845
50 1.131 2.286 7.713 2.966
Red Green Blue Purple
Grid Number Permittivity 
51 1.115 2.537 10.44 8.221
52 1.115 2.906 8 2.168
53 1.14 11.87 10.85 2.438
54 1.14 5.203 10.67 2.178
55 6.249 4.319 7.427 2.906
56 6.249 1.7 2.668 6.846
57 9.584 3.795 6.294 2.725
58 9.584 2.538 7.808 8.729
59 11.87 3.437 6.719 6.055
60 11.87 5.222 6.74 1.75
61 11.92 3.329 11.19 3.582
62 11.92 1.498 10.84 9.64
63 11.94 2.441 9.482 6.714
64 11.94 5.191 10.84 2.886
65 1.083 7.84 7.965 4.687
66 1.083 4.523 11.55 7.332
67 11.71 4.739 9.329 2.485
68 11.71 9.656 9.427 9.137
69 1.093 3.601 12 3.6
70 1.093 1.047 9.771 11.16
71 1.118 5.856 11.51 3.705
72 1.118 1 11.69 8.737
73 1.138 1.139 8.158 2.504
74 1.138 3.608 11.52 3.502
75 11.84 1.52 9.547 1.809
76 11.84 4.929 12 7.815
77 10.04 1.283 12 9.838
78 10.04 4.892 11.3 9.231
79 1.064 2.854 12 8.865
80 1.064 1.812 12 10.38
81 1.073 5.041 11.98 8.879
82 1.073 5.184 11.48 11.94
83 1.064 4.975 9.275 11.33
84 1.064 2.693 2.784 11.07
85 11.87 11.7 2.508 5.28
86 11.87 7.643 4.763 9.666
87 8.271 10.95 8.947 3.77
88 8.271 11.7 10.33 2.205
89 11.48 4.405 10.2 7.662
90 11.48 3.888 4.861 6.221
91 11.88 7.989 6.849 6.63
92 11.88 6.988 1.549 9.155
93 11.87 1.438 1.429 10.6
94 11.87 5.304 1.429 6.188
95 1.085 9.64 7.258 10.06
96 1.085 1.796 5.252 8.24
97 1.101 1.106 2.026 9.773
98 1.101 4.945 5.581 12
99 1.086 10.08 1.927 10.13
100 1.086 12 3.408 4.715
TABLE I. Permittivity value of every grid point of the four metasurfaces in Fig. 2(b).
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Red Blue Purple Yellow Green
Grid Number Permittivity 
1 7.548 11.76 10.33 5.319 2.667
2 6.51 11.72 10.6 2.436 1.902
3 5.003 8.872 8.305 3.825 1.941
4 3.994 10.95 8.504 9.406 2.273
5 3.516 11.14 4.964 9.629 2.575
6 3.279 11.47 6.554 11.69 3.744
7 3.361 11.43 7.313 11.54 4.91
8 5.218 11.65 4.648 10.3 6.271
9 7.594 11.72 4.625 11.08 7.473
10 9.32 11.75 3.695 11.22 9.204
11 10.39 11.62 3.419 11.21 9.069
12 10.63 11.75 3 10.45 8.726
13 10.9 10.44 2.565 11.19 7
14 10.79 6.259 1.627 10.88 6.062
15 10.35 5.46 2.419 10.98 4.065
16 8.859 1.405 1.327 8.252 5.774
17 6.678 1.627 1.432 1.511 2.957
18 5.141 1.531 1.866 7.184 3.153
19 4.571 1.272 1.622 4.697 3.562
20 4.363 1.323 1.067 7.794 3.969
21 5.412 1.395 1.049 9.355 4.899
22 7.32 2.085 1.082 11.43 5.808
23 9.546 2.75 2.212 11.04 6.244
24 10.62 3.388 1.08 11.41 7.843
25 11.12 4.359 1.566 10.74 7.186
26 11.25 5.939 5.879 6.003 6.844
27 11.24 7.008 7.23 3.399 6.006
28 11.13 5.632 5.488 1.66 4.507
29 10.88 7.903 6.349 1.488 2.733
30 10.48 4.988 7.377 1.744 2.723
31 9.931 8.198 10.4 1.409 5.077
32 7.629 5.222 9.879 2.492 5.116
33 6.943 4.609 7.52 3.651 7.973
34 8.429 4.359 6.119 8.259 9.132
35 9.335 3.637 2.806 5.748 8.091
36 10.13 7.12 4.074 7.071 8.269
37 10.31 6.297 3.358 8.606 6.003
38 10.55 3.424 1.256 8.709 4.619
39 10.52 5.281 1.609 10.07 3.256
40 10.57 5.094 1.643 10.34 2.414
41 10.6 3.568 2.134 11.83 2.485
42 10.58 3.08 5.434 11.81 3.315
43 10.42 4.86 7.515 11.78 6.19
44 9.998 5.014 9.496 11.8 7.499
45 9.851 2.855 11.42 11.73 8.852
46 9.685 3.787 9.191 11.86 6.373
47 9.555 3.951 11.59 11.78 9.789
48 9.546 6.04 7.952 8.847 9.597
49 9.776 7.333 6.995 7.929 8.868
50 9.774 8.408 6.26 4.926 9.366
Red Blue Purple Yellow Green
Grid Number Permittivity 
51 9.415 5.725 6.841 5.954 9.978
52 8.933 8.773 11.06 3.835 10.5
53 8.586 8.53 11.26 3.844 11.24
54 8.816 5.195 11.58 5.161 11.19
55 9.194 4.942 11.89 3.807 10.59
56 10.05 6.663 10.94 6.555 9.29
57 10.75 7.651 10.86 4.949 7.496
58 11.08 5.35 11.95 3.269 6.432
59 11.14 7.022 11.97 4.007 4.887
60 11.11 4.497 11.97 5.665 4.246
61 10.79 7.725 8.733 3.005 5.592
62 9.882 4.187 2.17 1.672 5.903
63 7.491 5.22 2.979 5.38 7.234
64 4.765 5.925 6.16 3.873 7.658
65 2.963 5.684 5.086 2.422 10.03
66 2.321 3.596 10.26 1.918 9.757
67 2.221 4.134 11.61 2.036 11.07
68 2.056 2.415 11.59 3.571 10.92
69 1.961 2.357 9.007 2.757 11.09
70 1.83 2.799 11.59 4.709 11.19
71 1.76 6.662 11.93 2.843 11.16
72 1.718 4.448 11.68 4.454 11.53
73 1.694 9.081 11.84 3.486 11.32
74 1.676 7.638 11.81 3.824 11.37
75 1.677 10.68 11.86 4.051 11.39
76 1.686 10.62 11.91 3.41 10.96
77 1.714 10.33 11.95 3.051 11.41
78 1.75 11.04 11.86 3.028 11.32
79 1.803 10.66 11.91 2.075 10.9
80 1.895 11.06 11.95 10.31 10.37
81 1.979 10.95 5.021 6.687 9.682
82 2.1 11.26 4.714 7.621 9.162
83 2.195 11.7 1.117 6.089 8.026
84 2.423 11.54 2.396 6.826 5.468
85 2.549 11.67 2.281 8.962 4.681
86 2.769 11.35 3.909 6.953 3.953
87 2.897 11.15 4.568 11.58 3.826
88 2.941 8.333 3.977 11.35 3.519
89 2.952 3.502 7.863 10.73 3.396
90 2.884 3.468 8.549 10.7 4.025
91 2.887 1.864 7.358 11.82 3.814
92 3.153 1.978 11.06 11.84 4.737
93 3.389 2.869 10.58 10.25 5.439
94 4.322 4.798 9.657 11.1 6.352
95 5.968 3.351 10.15 10.62 8.625
96 7.621 3.65 9.488 10.04 8.412
97 8.799 7.751 11.96 9.177 7.233
98 9.374 8.295 10.58 4.901 6.993
99 9.461 7.933 9.879 2.688 4.756
100 9.068 9.613 9.359 3.652 3.318
TABLE II. Permittivity value of every grid point of the five metasurfaces in Fig. 2(c).
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